Inanna's prowess as a warrior is a recurring point of emphasis in the Sumerian literary texts. The hymn in-nin me-∆uß-a, otherwise known as "Inanna and Ebih," celebrates the goddess as follows:
"Great queen Inanna, expert at fomenting wars, destroyer of the enemy country…like a lion you have filled heaven and earth with your roaring, and you have made the people quake." 6 Inanna's warrior-prowess forms a prominent theme in the hymn known as in-nin ßa-gur 4 -ra, also attributed to Enheduanna. There Inanna is described as a terrifying warrior "clothed in awe-inspiring radiance," whose wrath unleashes a powerful flood which brings widespread destruction. 7 In fact, the goddess's path of destruction is said to extend "from the sunrise to the sunset." 8 A recurring epithet of the planet-goddess in these early texts-an al-dúb-ba ki sìg-ga, "[she] who shakes the sky and makes the earth tremble" 9 -emphasizes her destructive nature.
In another passage from the same hymn the warrior-goddess is represented as threatening the gods in heaven:
"She is a huge neckstock clamping down on the gods of the land, Her radiance covers the great mountain, silences the road, The gods of the land are panic-stricken by her heavy roar, At her uproar the Anunna-gods tremble like a solitary reed, At her shrieking they hide all together."
polyvalence, scholars must deduce the meaning of a particular word or phrase from its use within a phrase or sentence.
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Far from being an isolated or arbitrary metaphor, the epithet u 4 (or u 4 -gal) occurs repeatedly in literary descriptions of Inanna/Venus. It appears in the opening line of "A hymn to Inana as Ninegala," for example, thereby attesting to its central importance in the sacred terminology surrounding the planet-goddess. 21 The same epithet occurs in "A ßir-namßub to Inanna," wherein the planet-goddess introduces herself as follows: "When I go into the hub of the battle, I go as one who brings forth its brightest light (?)" (u 4 zalag-zalag).
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In texts celebrating Inanna as a raging warrior-goddess the epithet u 4 often takes on a more ominous aspect. Such is the case in "A Hymn to the Goddess Inana," wherein the planet-goddess is likened to a "furious stormwind" (ud ∆uß): The simple fact of the matter is that Venus never resembles a "furious" storm, much less a raging warrior inciting destruction and confusion-hence the glaring incongruity presented by these early and remarkably detailed descriptions, descriptions that find striking parallels across cultures. 24 It is significant to note that, in the previous passage, Inanna/Venus is specifically identified as a "whirlwind." The word in question here is dal∆amun 2 -a word which also signifies a "tornado." 25 Significantly, the related word dal∆amun 4 means "confusion, disorder." charge" (u 4 -du 7 -du 7 -gim i-du 7 -du 7 -de). 28 Although the phrase du 7 -du 7 can signify "charge," a more appropriate translation here, given the explicit meteorological/celestial context and Inanna's epithet dal∆amun 2 (i.e., "whirlwind, tornado") would be "to whirl" Here Inanna/Ishtar is invoked by the epithet Gushea (also spelled Agushaya), understood as "whirling dancer" by Akkadian scribes. 33 Ishtar/Venus is equipped with the same epithet in the so-called "The Agushaya Poem," wherein the warrior-goddess is described as a "whirling dancer" enveloped in lightning:
"Her celebration is the melee, staging the dance of battle…Frenzy in battle, pas [ The same Poem contains an apparent reference to a ritual celebration featuring whirling dances, the latter allegedly designed to emulate the war-like gait of the planet-goddess herself: "Let a whirling dance be established among the feast days of the year." 35 In his notes to this passage, Benjamin Foster writes: "The whirling dance (gußtu) or mock combat the people perform is a memorial to Agushaya (=Ishtar), here etymologized by the poet as 'the whirling dancer.'" 36 "The Agushaya Poem" is notable for its archaic language. 37 Indeed, there is much reason to believe that it preserves very old traditions about the planet-goddess Ishtar/Venus. The idea that lightning enveloped Venus finds a remarkable parallel in "A Hymn to Inana as Ninegala," wherein Inanna/Venus is addressed as follows: "in heaven you are lightning"
(gir 2 ).
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Evident in "The Agushaya Poem" is the archaic belief-emphasized repeatedly in
Sumerian literary texts-that battle was the "dance" of Inanna/Venus. 39 Thus a hymn describes Inanna as follows: "the heroic lady, fit for battle, who, as the heroine of the battleground, makes the troops dance the dance of Inanna." 40 The phrase in question here is eßemen d Inana, wherein the Sumerian word eßemen translates as "dance." The word eßemen, in turn, derives from eße 2 , "rope," and properly means "rope" or "skipping rope." 41 How or why Venus came to be associated with war or dancing has yet to be satisfactorily explained. Why should one particular planet, rather than another, be associated with the "dance" of battle?
A decisive clue comes from the fact that the "battle" of Inanna/Venus is elsewhere likened to a twirling rope. Witness the following passage: "O Ishtar, the battle and the fight twist around like a skipping rope" ( d inanna ti-sù∆ giß-lá eßemen-gim ù-mi-ni-ib-sarsar = d ißtar ananti u tuqumta kîma keppê ßutakpima.) 42 Such imagery is not easily explained by reference to the familiar Venus. Yet once consider the possibility that Venus formerly presented the appearance of a great tornado-like storm, whirling about while displaying a rope-like appendage, and the Sumerian imagery describing the "battle"
of Inanna/Venus is explained at one stroke and in a perfectly logical manner.
To recap our findings to this point: the epithet characterizing Inanna/Venus as "Great Storm" must be interpreted in conjunction with the aforementioned epithet characterizing the planet-goddess as u 4 -gal-"Great Light." It is our opinion that such watered-down translations hardly do justice to the terrifying meteorological phenomenon being described-a "gigantic" and destructive "storm" centered on (or emanating from) Venus.
Faced with such literary descriptions of Inanna/Venus, modern scholars display an almost knee-jerk tendency to (mis)interpret the Sumerian terminology as figurative in nature. It is our opinion, in contrast, that the Sumerian epithets in question have relatively little to do with figurative language-that, in fact, the language employed by the ancient scribes accurately describes the planet-goddess Inanna/Venus as actually observed and experienced (albeit from a pre-scientific perspective). If we are to believe the ancient skywatchers, the original natural-historical reference for the Sumerian imagery was a towering celestial form in the throes of an extraordinary and awe-inspiring meteorological outburst, wherein the Venus-star was enveloped in lightning and displayed a tornado-like "tail," the latter appendage being likened to a menacing skipping "rope" or whirling "battle." A systematic analysis of the various terms used to describe the terrifying sights and sounds associated with Inanna/Venus reveals a wealth of evidence supporting this hypothesis.
The Roar Heard Across the Heavens
In perfect keeping with her function as a raging storm-goddess, numerous literary passages celebrate Inanna/Venus as a prodigious roarer. Thus, the opening lines of "Inanna and Ebih" invoke the planet-goddess as follows:
"Goddess of the fearsome divine powers, clad in terror, riding on the great divine powers, If it is difficult to conceive how a word meaning "great light" eventually came to mean "great storm," or why such terms came to be applied to a distant planet like Venus, it is even more difficult to understand why that particular planet would be described as a tempestuous thunderer and source of lightning. In order for sound emanating from Venus to be heard on Earth, it would seem to be required that Inanna's planet was formerly closer than at present-either that or the interplanetary medium was formerly more conducive to transmitting sound waves.
Inanna's Terrifying Radiance
The Sumerian texts are remarkably consistent in describing Inanna/Venus as a terrifying celestial specter. Thus, in the first line of "A balbale to Inana" me-lem 4 is used to qualify the epithet u 4 -gal, yet me-lem 4 itself properly denotes the terrifying radiance associated Other texts suggest that the noun me-lem 4 had reference to the terrifying "light" or "fire" emitted by the celestial storm. This idea is apparent in the following inscription from the reign of Shulgi-ud-gal an-ta ßu-ba-ra-gin 7 me-lem 4 sud-sud-me-en 3 -translated as follows by ETCSL: "I am a great storm let loose from heaven, sending its splendour [me- The various adjectives used to qualify me-lem 4 likewise emphasize its terrifying and decidedly extraordinary nature. Thus the me-lem 4 is alternately characterized as ∆uß, "red/angry," and as ma∆, "gigantic, impressive." Significantly, the me-lem 4 is also likened to the terrifying "roar" or "tumult" of a god-za-pa-ag 2 -and said to possess an unbearable brilliance (su-lim tuk-a). 54 Whatever the Sumerian author of "A balbale to
Inana" meant to convey by describing Inanna/Venus with the phrase ud ∆uß gal me-/lem 4 , it is safe to say that it was not a simple reference to the twinkling of the familiar Venus, as per the bland translation offered by Jeremy Black et al in the first line of "A balbale to
Inana," wherein me-lem 4 is translated as "radiance."
Another term that features prominently in the Sumerian literature celebrating the raging Inanna/Venus is ni 2 (Halloran's Lexicon defines ni 2 as "fear; respect; fearsomeness;
awe."
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) Thus the very first line of "Inanna and Ebih" describes the planet-goddess "as clad in terror" (ni 2 gur 3 -ru). 56 Inanna-Venus is subsequently described as wearing forehead with terror and fearsome radiance" (ni 2 me-lem 4 ∆uß-a).
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In "The Exaltation of Inanna," the planet-goddess is said to "have made awesome terror weigh upon the Land" (kalam-ma ni 2 mi-ni-ri). 59 The same basic image is evident in "A Hymn to Inana": "Her great awesomeness covers the great mountain and levels the roads" (ni 2 gal-a-ni hur-sag gal dul-lu kaskal mu-un-sig 9 -sig 9 -ge). 60 Indeed, the planetgoddess herself could be addressed simply as "great awesomeness" (ni 2 -gal). 61 Sumerologists who believe such language has reference to the familiar Venus peacefully shining on the "land" while occupying a distant orbit are operating under a severe misconception, it would appear. The planetary power being described, if we are to believe the plain testimony of the Sumerian scribes, is nothing less than a towering planet-goddess hanging ominously over the land like a storm-bearing sword of Damocles.
Another term used to describe the terrifying "brilliance" of Inanna/Venus is su-lim, translated as "terrifying appearance; awesome radiance; splendor." 62 In the aforementioned passage from "A Hymn to Inana" the planet-goddess was described as a raging warrior, stirring confusion and chaos while enveloped in the terrifying su-lim:
"She stirs confusion and chaos against those who are disobedient to her, speeding carnage and inciting the devastating flood, clothed in terrifying radiance" (su-lim ∆uß gu 2 e 3 ). 63 The same term is used to qualify the "torch-star" Inanna in "The Exaltation of Inanna": "May your torch, which spreads terror abroad, flare up in the middle of heaven." 64 How, then, are we to understand the reference to the "loosening" or spreading of Venus's fire? Would anyone use such language to describe the familiar Venus?
To return to the passage celebrating the terror-spreading torch-star that is Inanna/Venus:
It is instructive to note that Akkadian scribes translated the Sumerian word su-lim as ßa-lum-mat, "terrifying radiance." 66 The latter word, in turn, was expressly likened to the awe-inspiring radiance of a comet:
"If a UL (comet) that has a crest in front and a tail in back is seen and lights up the sky like a ßallummu…A ßallummu equals an awesome radiance [ßa-lum-ma-tu], An awesome radiance (a comet) equals an awesome radiance [me-lam-mu]." 67 The question arises as to why Inanna/Venus would be described in terms otherwise characteristic of comets. Did the Sumerian skywatchers recognize a structural resemblance between Venus and comets, or was the shared terminology simply a reflection of the fact that Inanna's planet, like comets, was regarded as a malevolent agent of terror, war, and destruction?
Lamashtu
It has long been known that Inanna shares a fundamental affinity with the Sumerian demoness Lamashtu, although scholars have been hard-pressed to account for the fact. The fact that the raging warrior-goddess with disheveled hair can be found in the New 
Inanna's Terrible Eye
A number of Sumerian literary hymns emphasize the awe-inspiring and terrible nature of Inanna's eye(s). In "The Exaltation of Inanna," for example, the planet-goddess is celebrated as follows:
"That your glance is terrible-be it known! That you lift your terrible glance-be it known! That your glance is flashing-be it known."
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The expression translated as "terrible glance" in lines 128 and 129 is igi-huß, literally "red or furious eye." The expression translated as "glance is flashing" is igi-gun-gun.
Elsewhere in the same hymn the planet-goddess is described as leading the battle-charge in the form of a roaring storm. The passage in question is as follows:
"In the van of battle, everything is struck down by you. Oh my lady, (propelled) on your own wings, you peck away (at the land). In the guise of a charging storm, you charge. describes Inanna/Venus as a roaring, whirling storm, a translation "eye" for igi would seem more fitting than the otherwise nondescript "in the van of battle." To this day, after all, meteorologists speak of the "eye" of a tornado or hurricane. The fact that Venus was conceptualized as a stellar "eye" around the globe is also relevant here. glare" of the raging planet-goddess-igi-su∆-and the "confusion and disorder" wrought by her-su∆ 3 igi su∆ 3 -su∆ 3 -su∆ 3 -hitherto overlooked.
It is instructive to note that the Sumerian imagery surrounding the raging Inanna/Venus finds a precise parallel in ancient Egypt. Thus it is that a recurring theme in Egyptian mythological tradition finds a raging warrior-goddess taking the form of a fire-spewing
Eye and threatening to destroy the world with her terrifying rampages. In a passage rich in significance, the Coffin Texts speak of the "hair" raised from the Eye during its "raging." 92 A gloss from the Papyrus of Ani explains the reference to the raging Eye as follows: "I raise up the hair at the time of storms in the sky…It is the right Eye of Ra in its raging against him after he hath made it to depart." 93 In light of such striking parallels the question arises as to whether the Egyptian Eyegoddess has any relationship to the planet Venus? According to Rolf Krauss, author of the most comprehensive analysis of Egyptian star-religion to date, the Eye of Ra/Horus is to be identified with the planet Venus. 94 That said, how are we to understand the cataclysmic context of the Eye's rampages-i.e., its bizarre capacity for raining fire and destruction on mankind? Why would the raging of the Venusian "Eye" be linked to "upraised" hair or "storms"? On these all-important questions Krauss had nothing substantive to offer, noting simply: "It remains unclear how the observer understood raging and peacefulness." 
Inanna's Tangled Threads
The final paragraphs of the Sumerian hymn "Enki and the world order" find Enki attempting to appease an angry Inanna by recounting all the powers that he has granted her. War, as usual, is presented as Inanna's special purview. A curious passage finds Enki announcing to the planet-goddess that he made her "tangle straight threads" while in the hurly-burly of battle. 96 The Sumerian word translated as "tangle" here is su∆ 3 -the very word which, when reduplicated, signifies the confusion/disorder promoted by Inanna/Venus. Significantly, the phrase su∆ 3 -su∆ 3 also denotes the frenzied mêlée of battle 97 and the darkening of heaven. 98 This overlap in terminology suggests that the "confusion/disorder" incited by Inanna/Venus was somehow connected to "tangled" threads, however the latter are to be conceptualized. The fact that the same word-i.e., su∆ 3 -is elsewhere 99 employed to describe the tangled or disordered hair of Inanna/Venus enables us to deduce the answer: It was the disheveled "hair" of the planet Venus that signaled the onset of cosmic confusion and disorder.
Venusian Iconography
If indeed the planet Venus formerly presented the appearance of a whirling storm or longhaired celestial body, it stands to reason that this history must be reflected in the pictographic record associated with that star. 100 The most common symbol for the planet Venus in Mesopotamian art depicts an eight-rayed star (see figure one) . 101 This symbol traces to the dawn of history and thus must be deemed prehistoric in nature.
96 Line 440-441. 97 The word is translated as "mêlée" in line 25 of "A tigi for Inana (Inana E)," ETCSL for example. 98 See line 82 of "The lament for Sumer and Urim," ETCSL. it experienced a long history of skywatching marked by careful observation of the respective celestial bodies. This being the case it is disconcerting to discover that Sumerian descriptions of the planet Venus often fail to accord with astronomical reality as currently understood. Conceptualized as a raging warrior whose fiery rampages threatened the world with destruction, Venus was described as an enormous celestial form whose terrifying "radiance" filled all of heaven and rivaled "daylight." Thus it is that Venus was commonly denoted by the epithet u 4 -gal, a phrase translated as "great or big light." Yet the very same phrase is elsewhere translated as "great storm," a startling extension of meaning. Whatever the historical explanation for this peculiar conflation of meteorological imagery, the fact remains that Venus is repeatedly described as a furious storm (ud ∆uß) and raging warrior.
Properly understood, the raging warrior-goddess that is Inanna/Venus-explicitly identified with the whirling dancer Agushaya-is inseparable from the raging, whirling storm denoted as u 4 -gal or dal∆amun 2 . The comparison of Inanna/Venus to a "furious storm" or whirling tornado-while wildly incongruous as a description of the familiar Venus-is a perfectly apt description of a lightning-laden celestial body whose cometlike "hair" became unloosed and appeared to whirl about it like a great tornado-like rope.
A Sumerian hymn celebrating the mourning goddess Geshtinanna captures this image perfectly: "My hair will whirl around in the air [literally heaven, an-na] like a hurricane for you." 107 If such mythological traditions have an origin in historical/astronomical events-and it is impossible to explain the imagery surrounding Inanna/Venus apart from a tempestuous and stupendously turbulent celestial prototype-it is possible to deduce that it was the whirling "hair" of the planet Venus that darkened the prehistoric skies, thereby ushering in a period of cosmic disorder marked by "war," terrifying storms, and "confusion." The extraordinary storms in question, if we are to believe the ancient Sumerian scribes, were awe-inspiring and apocalyptic, shaking the heavens and threatening the world with destruction.
Inanna's Earliest Symbol
"While it is certain that the volute-like structure represents a symbol of Inanna, its meaning remains a mystery."
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"To some extent, of course, the form given to numinous encounter may adjust to the content revealed in it. It may be abbreviated to a single salient feature, as when Inanna, the numinous power in the storehouse, assumes the form of the characteristic gatepost emblem of the storehouse, rather than the storehouse as a whole." 109 The earliest Sumerian script, like those of Egypt, China, and Mesoamerica, was primarily pictographic in nature. 110 Thus the signs employed to represent individual words and concepts were frequently simply pictorial representations of those words; i.e., "grain"
was signified by a sheaf of grain; "bird" by the picture of a bird; "to stand" by a picture of a foot, etc. As the script evolved the range of words was expanded significantly by means of so-called parasemantic shifts wherein the same sign was employed to signify different concepts according to context.
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In the most archaic texts from Uruk-conventionally attributed to roughly 3300 BCE 112 -Inanna's name was written with a sign known as MUÍ 3 , commonly interpreted as a gatepost with streamer (see figure one). 113 Elizabeth Van Buren observed that a single gatepost with streamer "is always used on pictographic tablets to symbolize the goddess," and that it frequently appears together with the star-sign. 114 Although most examples of this sign have been found at the archaic E-anna precinct at Uruk, it also occurs elsewhere in Mesopotamia during the same period.
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Figure one "But, beyond Andrae's suggestion, no one has ever attempted to assign to the volute-like structure any specific meaning. The prevailing opinion is that the symbol is devoid of any representational content. Thus, scholars have been content to refer to it purely descriptively, by using such designations as 'Schilfringbündel,' 'a shaft with a banner,'
'la hampe à banderole,' 'ring-headed post, usually with streamers,' or 'roller-blind reed Hitherto it has always been assumed that there is no inherent connection between the MUÍ 3 -sign and the Venus-star. Indeed, the prevailing view appears to be that Inanna was originally associated with fertility-and thus, by association, with the sacred storehouse and reed-ring bundle-and only later became identified with the planet Venus.
We would challenge this view based upon the fact that there is no discernible historical period in which Inanna is not identified with the planet Venus. 126 Especially relevant is the following fact, overlooked entirely by all Sumerologists: the planet Venus is associated with fertility by indigenous cultures around the globe.
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In seeking to offer a unifying theory of Inanna's origins we would start from first principles-the goddess's identification with the planet Venus-and proceed from the known to the unknown. In the earliest period for which we have written evidence (Uruk IV), the MUÍ 3 -sign typically appears without the divine determinative, although exceptions do occur. In the subsequent Uruk III period, the sign is usually accompanied by a divine determinative. 128 Inasmuch as the cuneiform determinative for "god" features an eight-pointed star, it stands to reason that Inanna was identified with a celestial body during this period. Indeed, the world's foremost expert on the archaic Uruk scriptKrystyna Szarzynska-suggests that in the earliest period the divine determinative seems If the MUÍ 3 -sign originally had reference to a comet-like object-one somehow connected to the planet Venus-it stands to reason that cometary symbolism should be evident in early literary descriptions of the Sumerian goddess. And this is certainly the case, as we have documented (see chapter five). 135 Again and again in the Sumerian texts Inanna is described as raining fire and destruction from the sky. In The Exaltation of Inanna, for example, the planet-goddess is described as "Raining the fanned fire down upon the nation." 136 The same idea is apparent in a bilingual hymn to Inanna: "I was the blazing, the brilliant (?), fire, I was the blazing fire which became alight in the mountainland; I was the fire whose flame and sparks (?) rained down upon the Rebel 
Figure three
In light of the fact that Inanna/Venus was expressly likened to a muß-serpent, the question arises as to whether there was some sort of relationship between this particular serpent-dragon and the MUÍ 3 -sign used to denote Inanna/Venus. Mesopotamian iconography provides some support for this possibility. Recalling the fact that the MUÍ 3 -poles were frequently placed alongside entrances or doors, often in pairs, it is relevant to note that muß-dragons performed a similar function in ancient cult, serving as apotropaic guardians at the entrances to sacred structures. 159 Thus an inscription of "From the earliest dynasties the upreared cobra, the uraeus, was the emblem of royalty, worn on pharaoh's forehead to signify his kingship and divinity. As a goddess she was the eye of the sun, spitting fire at the king's enemies. Called in Egyptian ioert (iaret) or m˙n (mehen), 'the Coiled One', the uraeus was among the amulets depicted in both the MacGregor Papyrus and the Osiris complex at Dendera."
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The central importance of the uraeus-serpent in Egyptian royal ideology is especially conspicuous in coronation rites. As strange as it must appear to the modern mind, the king's coronation was not considered ratified or "effective" until the uraeus-serpent had been placed on his head as a crown. Barbara Lesko summarized these curious rites as follows:
"Certainly the king's coronation was not complete until the uraeus was placed on his "It is the oldest hieroglyph known, appearing on a pot dating from the middle of the fourth millennium; but it is hard to say whether it already had a value as a code or whether it was simply a drawing of the object." "There is, as yet, no satisfactory explanation for the origin of the two principal crowns, the red and white…A sherd from a large black-topped red-ware vessel of late Naqada I date, from the site of Naqada itself, bears a representation of the red crown in relief…The shape of the crown is quite distinctive, but again its symbolic meaning is unknown…There is an obscure passage in the Pyramid Texts of Unas which may refer to the curly part of the red crown, but it remains poorly understood." 189 A decisive clue to the symbolism in question is offered by the fact that, on a label of King Serpent (Djer) found at Sakkara, the uraeus-serpent substitutes for the Red Crown. As Alan Gardiner observed, this substitution of hieroglyphs hints at a fundamental affinity or synonymy between the two hieroglyphs. 190 Indeed, it is our view that the spiraling curl adorning the Red Crown is simply the uraeus-serpent in its angry or "rearing" phase.
Comparing the Egyptian symbolism with that from Mesopotamia, it is evident that the spiraling volute presented by the red crown's rearing uraeus-serpent bears a marked resemblance to the spiraling volute depicted in the MUÍ 3 -sign associated with Inanna/Venus. It is our opinion, in fact, that the two symbols represent analogous structural forms and commemorate a common celestial prototype-specifically, a spectacular comet-like phase in the recent history of the planet Venus.
In light of the intimate relationship between the uraeus-serpent and the crown of kingship in ancient Egypt, the question arises as to whether the MUÍ 3 graph was associated with the royal crown in ancient Mesopotamia? Here we would call attention to the Sumerian word MUÍ 3 =su∆ 10 , signifying a luminous crown or headdress of some sort. 191 According
direction. Yet this interpretation will never explain the terrifying numen that was Inanna, who, from the very outset of her appearance in Sumerian literature, was described as an awe-inspiring celestial power, raining fire and destruction from above. The fact that
Inanna was early on identified with the planet Venus and explicitly likened to a firespewing dragon or muß-serpent is prerequisite to a proper interpretation of the MUÍ 3 -sign. As we have documented, the muß-serpent and the MUÍ 3 -pole share an analogous function in sacred iconography as numen-laden guardians of sacred structures or entrances. This striking convergence in iconographical function-precisely paralleled in the sacred iconography associated with the Egyptian uraeus-serpent, which likewise stood alongside temple doors to ward off intruders 198 -provides compelling support for the hypothesis that the natural form commemorated in the MUÍ 3 -sign was conceptualized as a muß-dragon, among other things. Indeed, the evidence presented here is consistent with the hypothesis that the Inanna-symbol, like Inanna herself, traces to a celestial prototype-most likely some sort of comet-like apparition associated with the planet Venus, however that apparition is to be explained from an astronomical standpoint.
The thesis put forward here will also resolve one of the most perplexing problems with respect to Inanna's early symbol-namely, the fact that it disappeared very early in Sumerian history. 199 Thus Steinkeller reports that "since no certain depictions of it are extant from later periods, the active life of this symbol in cult apparently did not extend beyond Uruk times." 200 Yet why should this be if, as we are asked to believe, the symbol represented a simple crown or head-band? Did crowns or head-bands suddenly go out of
